
 

Rosebud10000

Whoever doesn't see this is part of the global agenda is blind.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

John the treedoctor

That's right, you only have to look at Europe, the UK and Ireland to see the same thing. Divide and

conquer, divide and rule... Build back better - well, in order to build back, �rst you have to demolish

what it there already - our society, our communities.
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ICONOCLAST

Del Bigtree covered this on his show THE HIGHWIRE with Michael Yon last

Thursday.thehighwire.com/.../borderline
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ICONOCLAST

Mike Adams interviews Michael Yon. www.brighteon.com/024cf4a8-c37c-4fe3-ba6b-cebb4aa9c071
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Guillermou

Globalization means hunger and misery for many that causes migratory movements to grow

supported by drug cartels and drug tra�cking. Globalization has encouraged constant information

from social networks and the media and the increasingly dynamic operation of illegal immigrant

tra�cking ma�as, which is a phenomenon that grows more every day, according to the needs of

people. that invites people to emigrate within a phenomenon driven by globalized markets. Over the

past decade, the smuggling of illegal immigrants into the United States has grown from a loose

network of independent, self-employed people smugglers known as coyotes to a $13 billion-a-year

organized crime-controlled business.

For years, coyotes paid cartels a "tax" so they could move immigrants through the territories they

controlled along the border. A report by the Tech Transparency Project (TTP) has revealed that many

illegal immigrants were lured to the United States by people posting misinformation on social media

platforms such as Facebook. These individuals promised to help illegal immigrants enter the United

States, only to steal their money or abandon them in dangerous situations. wpde.com/news/nation-

world/cartels-making-13-billion-a-year-off-smuggl..  ( 2023).---
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juststeve

Hear, hear. The Globalist Playbook, Order Out of Chaos. They create Chaos as an excuse to justify their

Orders...also seen as Divide and Conquer to Rule. Tear apart, tear things down, so the Globalist

provoke, promote tons of risk for We, the People, and gobble up Rewards for their You Will Own

Nothing and Be Happy Agenda. Undermine the available jobs already a problem for our existing

citizens, Advance the Opioid epidemic with Fentanyl, and other hard drugs to pick up the slack in the

disruption once caused by Big Pharma Slacker Family Scripts. Push the hunger, misery, chaos to a

level until the public begs for a Police State in a desperate bid for stability and safety. (Hint, look at

Banana Republics, it never comes.) Gin up as much Political disruption as possible and all of this and

more encourages - hate thy neighbor. Good fences make good neighbors...Robert Frost (?).
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Sue12Cross

from Robert Frost's 'Mending Wall' '.....Before I built a wall I’d ask to know What I was walling in or

walling out, And to whom I was like to give offense. Something there is that doesn't love a wall, That

wants it down. I could say 'Elves’ to him, But it’s not elves exactly, and I’d rather He said it for himself. I

see him there Bringing a stone grasped �rmly by the top In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed.

He moves in darkness as it seems to me, Not of woods only and the shade of trees. He will not go

behind his father’s saying, And he likes having thought of it so well He says again, Good fences make

good neighbors.’ Sorry but Frost's poem won't print here as written. Nothing is what it seems...as in all

things follow the money and always ask Qui bono?
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juststeve

Thanks Sue, remembered the title, didn't remember the full text. Who says so and why would they say

it, and who bene�ts. Good things to keep in mind.
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Sue12Cross

Steve I love Robert Frost, I wrote an essay on his 'Dust of Snow' for my 'A' level English Lit exam, it's

probably the only time I ever enjoyed an exam question!
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DebbyW

Yes. All part of the plan to overtake our country and fast-track us to a one world order.
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Guillermou

US HOUSE REPUBLICANS WIN IMPEACHMENT OF BIDEN'S TOP BORDER OFFICIAL The Republican-

controlled U.S. House of Representatives on Tuesday narrowly voted to impeach Democratic

President Joe Biden's top border o�cial, as immigration shapes up to be a major issue in this year's

elections. By a vote of 214-213, the House approved two articles of impeachment accusing Homeland

Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas of not enforcing U.S. immigration laws, which Republicans

argue led to record �ows of migrants across the U.S.-Mexico border, and making false statements to

Congress. A record number of migrants have illegally crossed the border from Mexico since Biden

took o�ce in 2021, and former President Donald Trump has made it a major focus of his campaign

against Biden.

Tuesday's vote reversed an embarrassing legislative defeat that Speaker Mike Johnson suffered last

week when a similar effort fell short. Republican Representative Steve Scalise, who missed last

week's vote while he received treatment for cancer, provided the deciding vote on Tuesday.

www.reuters.com/world/us/republicans-aim-take-second-swing-mayorkas-im..  (02/14/2024),----
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DR. NAOMI WOLF: IS CYNICAL MASS ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION BEING DEPLOYED AGAINST OUR

NATIONAL US CULTURE? rumble.com/v4cm063-dr.-naomi-wolf-is-cynical-mass-illegal-immigration-..

 (02/10/2024).---
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Guillermou

HERE’S WHY THE US BORDER CRISIS SPELLS SERIOUS TROUBLE 14 Red States Stand with Texas’ in

Border Fight with Biden Administration President Biden has instructed his agencies to ignore federal

statutes that mandate the detention of illegal immigrants. The failure of the Biden Administration to

ful�ll the duties imposed by Article IV,  4 has triggered Article I,  10, Clause 3, which reserves to this

State the right of self-defense,” the statement continues. “For these reasons, I have already declared

an invasion under Article I,  10, Clause 3 to invoke Texas’s constitutional authority to defend and

protect itself,” the statement adds. That authority is the supreme law of the land and supersedes any

federal statutes to the contrary. What followed has been governors of Oklahoma, Florida, Virginia..

internationalman.com/articles/heres-why-the-us-border-crisis-spells-se..  (02/2024).---
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Guillermou

A SIMPLE FIX FOR THE BORDER CRISIS unglossed.substack.com/p/a-simple-�x-for-the-border-

crisis?utm_source..  (02//09/2024).--
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Lee1959

suecross, Robert Frost is my absolute favorite poet. I had a blind eye to this art till I homeschooled my

daughters and they were required to memorize poetry (that was not required when I was in grade

school). I especially love "Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening," and "The Road not Taken." I have

committed them both to memory. I admit I am not too fond of "Mending Wall." Not because of the

content, but to me a poem has to rhyme and have cadence, kinda like a song. Every time I break out in

a poem around my husband, he rolls his eyes. :)
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epi-cure

ICONOCLAST, thanks and this too. C40, is that a new cousin of C60 aka Buckyball/Fullerine? No, the

C40 cities globally, 14 of them in the U.S. Oh you're talking about those cities with clueless and/or

woke mayors? No, it's worse because those public functionaries we can vote out whereas these major

cities are already under global governance and their former local governments are powerless to

adhere to the will of the people. This is also a topic discussed on episode 347 (Borderline) of The

Highwire starting around 41:10     Oh yes, 3 thumbs up for Robert Frost (I have a weird anatomy).
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Sue12Cross

Lee, having poems in your head, is de�nitely the antidote to the white noise of 'clown world'. There is

more reality in works of '�ction' than most of present day scienti�c literature which smacks of fantasy,

fakery, a hint of sulphur and a lot of money. Poetry is the distillate of literature, raw emotion that

speaks to us all if we let it. When as a child, I wanted to learn about World War 1, I turned to the War

Poets not the 'history' books. With all that richness from the brains and pens of humans, who needs

the sterile nothingness of what's on offer from technocrats.

I think it's brilliant that Steve brought up Robert Frost's poem in relation to this article. Every

generation, going back through millennia, has been subjected to this same arrogant nonsense and our

'unacceptable views' are repeated down the ages, in that we neither need nor want to be told what to

think, nor are we, as per the rhetoric, infantile minds to be gaslit into tyranny.
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artist.jill

ICONOCLAST, Gui and others, Michael Yon is incredible! He also has a Substack -

substack.com/@michaelyon
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Guillermou

The reality is that Biden's cabinet and justice system are unconstitutionally aiding the US invasion.

International war journalist Michael Yon and Mike Adams discussed the role of President Joe Biden's

Cabinet members, Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas and Secretary

of State Antony Blinken, as well as the Supreme Court on the current regime's strong push to encourage

illegal aliens, which could lead to a major civil war. www.brighteon.com/3f994502-76ee-4d62-be0d-

a5ea02e22918  (2024).-------------- CBS reports that the Chinese-owned social media platform TikTok is

also being used to aid and abet the US invasion.

We also have a “border invasion” in the report. But that's exactly what it is. And it's not just the Chinese.

These men come from the Middle East, parts of Africa, and many other regions that are not known for

their love and affection for America or its people. Rep. Greg Steube (R-FL) has criticized the Biden

administration for its reluctance to address the ongoing border crisis on the US-Mexico border: Joe Biden

could have taken corrective action long before the situation reached his state current. “I could close it

today, yesterday, three years ago. But they don't want that. It does not coincide with their political

objective, so they are going to try to subvert and blame the Republicans.

House Speaker Mike Johnson recently released a document outlining more than 60 times President Joe

Biden and his administration have destroyed border security and encouraged illegals to enter the country.

leohohmann.com/2024/02/05/when-the-stealth-invasion-of-america-goes-ma..  (2024).-----------

www.breitbart.com/politics/2024/01/30/gop-rep-steube-biden-could-have-..  (2024). —-------

www.speaker.gov/64-times-the-biden-administration-intentionally-underm..  (2024)
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ICONOCLAST

Mike Adams interview with Michael Yon www.brighteon.com/024cf4a8-c37c-4fe3-ba6b-

cebb4aa9c071
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ICONOCLAST

thehighwire.com/.../HIGHWIRE  episode last Thursday. Del Bigtree interviews Michael Yon on the

border situation.
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loridobson

But why is Mr. Johnson obstructing legislation that has passed the senate? Can’t want it too bad, or is

it something else? Then he does a 180 and says he won’t entertain the amended bill because it does

NOT address the border. Huh??
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juststeve

Correct Gui, the dominant image forever has been peoples south of our border being those crossing

illegally. Currently there are those coming in from all over the world. As RFK's clip is showing, lots

from China, Africa, and others. This has not been seen for the most part in other states off the border.

Yet also, a problem on the Northern Border. A very long trek across the top of the States. Cold, snow,

spring �oods, wilderness is a partial fence there.
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lpioch

@loridobson The president already has the power to enforce the Constitution. That's his job. Saying he

needs power from Congress is a lie. What was passed by the Senate was atrocious and more harmful

than simply choosing the border.
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juststeve

While the Border Issue a major issue, major problem, along with so many other disruptive siblings,

what may be a goal for all this chaos? Perhaps to usher in this, Whitney Webb;

www.youtube.com/watch  Not only is there look at this so you don't see that, but there is also getting

so bogged down �ghting alligators ripping at your �esh, so you can't drain the swamp.
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Guillermou

Just and everyone, President Joe Biden says a bill from Sens. James Lankford (R-OK), Chris Murphy

(D-CT), and Kyrsten Sinema (I-AZ) is simply a precursor to imposing amnesty for millions of illegal

aliens in Congress. During a speech at the White House on Tuesday, Biden praised the Senate bill that

would expand general immigration to the United States by codifying its parole process that has

released hundreds of thousands of people crossing the border into the interior of the United States.

country. The bill would also increase legal immigration to the United States, even as Biden has raised

the foreign-born population to nearly 50 million, the largest in U.S.

history. Biden suggested that the bill, however, is simply a stepping stone toward Democrats and the

business lobby's ultimate goal: amnesty for most of the 11 to 22 million illegal aliens residing in the

United States. A study by New American Economy, funded by Michael Bloomberg and promoting

amnesty, explained how the importation of tens of millions of immigrants over decades had helped

raise housing costs by $3.7 trillion for the next generation. of home buyers,

www.breitbart.com/politics/2024/02/06/https-www-breitbart-com-politics..  unelected-bureaucrats-

gone-wild-passes-committee/ (06/02/2024)
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juststeve

Gui, often expressed is where did this come from, I didn't, we didn't vote for this? Happens all the time.

Currently the WHO steal your country agenda brings out a deer caught in the headlights look as it is

not reported to see in Legacy Media or what little leaves one with incomplete information.
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Guillermou

Also Just: CASH IN ENVELOPES’: HOW THE US AND A ARE FUNDING THE BORDER CRISIS. The Biden

administration gave the UN migration agency nearly $1.3 billion in 2023, which it uses to help

migrants on their journey to enter the US illegally. The United States is �nancing its own “invasion” by

funding the United Nations and its partners, who, in turn, give hundreds of millions of dollars in cash

and aid to migrants who eventually cross the US southern border illegally. While the UN has helped

migrants for decades, the scope of its operation has expanded dramatically as the number of illegal

immigrants (from at least 160 countries) to the United States has increased. “We are actually funding

our own border crisis,” Todd Bensman, a senior national security researcher at the Center for

Immigration Studies, a “pro-immigrant, low-immigration” think tank, told The Epoch Times.

"And ultimately it's provided by the American taxpayer."------------

www.theepochtimes.com/article/cash-in-envelopes-how-the-us-and-un-are-..  (02/14/2024).---- --------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- JAMES O’KEEFE BUSTS A SECRET

FACILITY THAT TRAFFICS THOUSANDS OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS ON THE HOUR EVERY HOUR

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/james-okeefe-busts-a-secret-facility  (2024)
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Guillermou

HOUSE REPUBLICANS IMPEACH MAYORKAS OVER BORDER CRISIS On February 13, Secretary of

Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas became the second member of the presidential cabinet to be

indicted in the 236-year history of the United States government. Mayorkas, who was appointed by

President Joe Biden and con�rmed by the Democratic Senate in 2021, was indicted on two counts

related to his handling of the border crisis by a vote of 214 to 213, with all but three Republicans

voting in favor and all Democrats oppose the action. The chamber erupted in applause after the result

was announced. Speaker Mike Johnson (R-La.) defended the Republican effort, saying Mr. Mayorkas

“deserves to be impeached.” “From his �rst day in o�ce, Secretary Mayorkas has willfully and

consistently refused to comply with federal immigration laws, fueling the worst border catastrophe in

American history.

He has undermined public trust through multiple false statements to Congress, obstructed lawful

oversight of the Department of Homeland Security, and violated his oath of o�ce,” Mr. Johnson said in

a statement. ------------www.theepochtimes.com/us/house-republicans-impeach-mayorkas-in-histori..

 (02/14/2024)
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Guillermou

A SMALL ARIZONA TOWN PREPARES TO FIGHT STATE OVER ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION Three hundred

miles from the United States border, residents of a remote Arizona town were ready to take up arms

against the governor's actions. The governor of Arizona studied the possibility of temporarily locating

illegal immigrants. But the people acted against it. On July 19, 2023, the Springerville City Council

passed a binding resolution, signed by the mayor, saying “no” to the city footing the bill for

immigrants, whether illegal or legal. Located in Apache County, Springerville is among the poorest

communities in the state, with 1,730 residents and a median income of $46,311 in 2022. Nearly 12

percent live below the poverty line.

“Here you are in cowboy country,” said Reidhead, who takes a hard line on illegal immigration and

protecting his community's traditional way of life. The Epoch Times contacted Ms. Hobbs' o�ce,

which has not yet responded. Ms. Reidhead and other city o�cials have been closely monitoring the

southern border since President Joe Biden took o�ce. “What [the Biden administration] wants is a

chaotic, broken country,” Reidhead said. "They're doing a good job." “Now we can't

www.theepochtimes.com/article/a-small-arizona-town-prepares-to-�ght-s..  (02/10/2024).--- feed

people in the United States. How are we going to feed another 8 million people?”
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catladyjan

First of all, I refer to these people as INVADERS not "migrants".  Second, this is all being done to effectuate

the destruction of America as a once desirable and free Republic.  If you look at history the fall of Rome

was caused by several factors but unrestricted "migration" is at the top of the list.......it's all deliberate and

the purpose is to usher in global governance (enslavement). America is the last bastion of "freedom" that

must be destroyed.
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chinook1ptd.net

Amen   I agree with you.  God please help us.  There are to many people in high places bene�ting from

this. We must stand our ground & protect our freedom. BUILD THAT WALL as PRES> TRUMP  wanted

it done not the way biden is doing it.
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brianallen1

How is this site engaging in censorship?
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Krofter

It's worse than what we are being told. US taxpayers are paying for this invasion. Texas Governor Abbott is

a WEF'er. What is his real agenda? Here's what hidden cameras on the border reveal about how the cartels

operate. secularheretic.substack.com/.../what-we-are-not-being-told-about

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/bidens-socialist-border-bait-is-destroyi..
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Guillermou

Very interesting information, Krofter, Also: HOW THE STATE DEPARTMENT USES TAXPAYER DOLLARS

TO FUND THE FLOW OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS INTO THE US | TRUTH OVER NEWS Democrats, who

want to defund the police and allow our own borders to remain porous, have even included a $300

million provision for Ukraine's state border guard service to secure the Ukrainian border. While the UN

has helped migrants for decades, the scope of its operation has expanded dramatically. “We are

actually funding our own border crisis,” Todd Bensman, a senior national security researcher at the

Center for Immigration Studies, a “pro-immigrant, low-immigration” think tank, told The Epoch Times.

"And ultimately it's provided by the American taxpayer." One of the things that has been hidden in the

bill is funding for a large number of NGOs or non-governmental organizations. But what you may not

know is that many of these NGOs are already receiving huge amounts of money from American

taxpayers. Money that actually comes from federal funds, including our State Department.

And these funds, amounting to billions of dollars, are then used directly and indirectly to �nance illegal

immigration to the United States. www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/how-the-state-department-uses-

taxpayer-d..  (02/2024).--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

www.theepochtimes.com/article/cash-in-envelopes-how-the-us-and-un-are-..  (02/14/2024).----
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SOME NOTES ON THE USA’S CONTINUED TRAJECTORY INTO THIRD WORLD STATUS  “ODIOUS DEBT”

CREATION  CONSEQUENCES OF SPENDING LIKE DRUNKEN SAILORS IS INTEREST ON DEBT PLUS

COSTS OF MIGRANT INVASION peterhalligan.substack.com/p/some-notes-on-the-usas-continued?

utm_sour..  (02/09/2024).----
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Krofter

Yes Guillermou, people need to wake up to what's really happening with the border situation. Flooding

the country with these immigrants will drive down wages and wreak havoc on our social structure. It's

purposeful destruction of the US.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

rjn777

I heard Michael Yon say the Gov. Abbott is one of them, pro NWO. He is acting like he's really going to

clamp down on this border invasion and curtail it........Yay, right. After over three years of doing

nothing.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

Krofter

Yon is the only other person I know of who is on top of this story. Yes, Texas Governor Abbott is a

WEF'er. He may be leading the country into a split, a civil war. He seems to be following some sort of

greater playbook.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

I live in Texas and not that far from the border. It amazes me how many people in other states do not see

this for what it is---an invasion. Dr. Mercola, I once loved Dr. Karen Becker but she actually posted that

when people come to your table, you do not keep them out, but you build a bigger table. It is people like

her who are aiding in this invasion and creating sympathy for the invaders. People need to wake up or plan

to live in a 3rd world country.
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Mpup321

We don't have "Undocumented immigrants" we have ILLEGAL INVADERS.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

rrealrose

Yes to Michael Yon and others who have traveled to Panama to document what is going on there. As the

story goes, Agenda 2020 and now Agenda 2030 were drafted by the Rockefeller Foundation and �nalized

by the UN. Their goal is to hasten the economic destruction of developed countries and destabilize their

cultures, by �ooding the zone with illegal migrants. The other word for this is dragging down the nation's

economy and the middle class. Not clear, however sometime during 2015 in the Obama administration, VP

Biden got together with Alejandro Mayorkas to plot 6 or 7 South American countries whose people were in

dire straights, to enter the US.

This has been going on for some time, that's how you end up with 22 million plus illegals inside this

country, with little screening or knowledge of who has been allowed in. On Day 1 of the (stolen) Biden

administration, an Executive order went out to dismantle the "remain in Mexico" agreement that Trump

administration had, thereby opening the border to migrants. Epoch Times has been doing a series of

stories on the UN funding of up to 63 a�liates in Panama, (some are religious organizations) facilitating

illegal migrants path to the US border. Looks like a large amount of US taxpayer funds, donated to the UN

are then used against US citizens to organize illegal entry.

Estimates are in the past 2 years, $20 Billion US has �owed to Panama to assist these efforts. A few

recent links: United Nations Foundation Bankrolling US Politics Under Climate-Change’ Narrative - -

api.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/united-nations-foundation-bankrolling-us..  - - about 1 hr long. - - - -

United Nations Exposed for Facilitating Mass Migrant Tra�cking Into the US | Live With Josh - - -

api.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/united-nations-exposed-for-facilitating-..  - -
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rrealrose

And then inside the US, HHS and the State Dept are funding the travel, housing and �ights to location

of choice. Former "sanctuary cities" are now cutting their budgets for supporting their citizens, yelling

they cannot handle the costs of housing and feeding the large numbers arriving. Here's the �nancial

aspects: States Start Giving Taxpayer Money to Illegal Immigrants - -

api.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/states-start-giving-taxpayer-money-to-il..  - - The US currently has

$33 to 34 Trillion in national debt. This is roughly equivalent to $100,000. in debt for each citizens. All

these additional funds are simply being printed and added to the US debt burden.

SEE these video to understand the large scale of economic destruction occurring: US taxpayer dollars

are being used to assist the migration, pay Mexican cartels, then shelter and feed these illegals,

allowing them to �y, undocumented, to any US destination. Once there, taxpayer funds are again being

used to shelter and feed these illegals. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ The best overview I heard on the economics:

"BREAKING NEWS: Rand Paul Assails Foreign Aid Bill He Says 'Puts Ukraine First And America Last' - -

youtu.be/dHluINVQrvI  - - We have no money!!

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

MoMac46

Rose, same in the UK - the government is buying up houses to house the immigrants but not for

original British people who are homeless, its so unfair. The illegal immigrants are housed in hotels

when they arrive at a cost of one and a half million British pounds per day. The illegals get mobile

phones, money, free access to National Health Service and food vouchers etc. Our own homeless

people are begging on the streets. Its really ridiculous. All over the TV news its all about antisemitism-

hardly any mention on the immigration crisis.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

HazWasteDude

Michael Yon is becoming a hero of mine.
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rrealrose

Oh yeah, damage every developed nation with expensive illegals who have little intention of

assimilating, then what? Here's a 15-minute clip of Joe Rogan's interview with Brett Weinstein: Why

"Bret Weinstein is Concerned About the Migrant Crisis" - - youtu.be/M7dAm5HAJmM  - over 1 million

views since yesterday!

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

Cabochon

Thanks for the links, rrealrose. Our mistake is to think of war in conventional terms - armies on

battle�elds �ghting each other until one side is declared the winner. But modern warfare employs

other tactics as we have seen - genocide through social isolation, suicide, medical interventions such

as injections and ventilators, low tra�c neighbourhoods leading to 25 minute prisons,

impoverishment by �ning legitimate travelling, energy and food price hikes, homelessness, and now

uncontrolled invasion sanctioned by government traitors seeking to replace the population using

taxpayer funds.

National cultures will be morphed into one - the only distinguishing feature - subservience to our

globalist overlords. No other explanation �ts the pattern of social and economic breakdown, fake

wars, denial of nature, poverty creation, crackpot theories about climate, as well as the corruption of

young minds into believing arrant nonsense about their gender. In our part of Treasure Island

(otherwise known as the UK) it’s not just boat loads of invaders (often at the mercy of criminal gangs),

but passport-holding Chinese “students”, housed in local authority sanctioned apartment blocks going

up at breakneck speed in spite of well organised taxpayer objections.

Families arriving at the airport from who knows where calling the number of the local authority

demanding bene�ts and housing, while the indigenous citizens languish years on waiting lists. The

one world government conspiracy to invade our lands will never cease until we start resisting.
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rrealrose

Yes? Conditions are baaad in any country �ooded with young men. Saw a video of a man pushing a

French girl on her phone, down the Paris metro steps at a station, the title read: "deported". The US

has allowed in gang members, supposedly Venezuela emptied out their jails and sent their prisoners

north! Ivor Cummins was complaining about buildings being taken over in Ireland. - - - - Spent time

online, �nally found a few US Congresspeople calling for a bill to de-fund the UN's migration agenda. It

may have been posted over the weekend, still losing my place in TwitterX., Whatever, the actual UN

protocol is identi�ed and called out by its number.

Conditions in the US did NOT start in 2021 with Biden's inauguration. Illegal immigration was going on

during the 8 year term of our Community Organizer Pres Obama. This explains how and why migration

camps were already set-up in Panama, the 61 odd NGOs offering assistance, instructions and

payment systems were already in place by the time Biden took o�ce. Assuming a similar set-up may

be true for the HHS, State Dept and Homeland Agencies. My feeling is de-funding a UN agenda may

not be effective as we may need to de-fund the entire UN, ask it to move out of the US. Will look for

more speci�cs.
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Cabochon

Senator Rand Paul is a bit like the UK MP Andrew Bridgen exposing the lies that have been spun by

WEF puppets in governments and misappropriation of tax payer funds to foreign wars. I fear for the

safety of brave critics such as Paul and Bridgen. Is there not something in the Constitution that

prioritises how state money should be spent? Exactly the same thing on a smaller scale is happening

in the UK. Local authorities have the responsibility of funding education and preventing

homelessness. There is an almighty row just now about penny pinching budgets that fail to provide for

children with special needs who are crammed into state schools with no learning support, no extra

funding.

Special needs children numbers are continuing to increase while funding remains static or is under

threat. How about removing subsidised canteens for MPs and reducing their in�ated salaries to help

fund these children’s needs? In conversation with Joe Rogan, Brett Weinstein theorises on the

(military?) agenda behind that other level of enforced “immigration” aka replacement of indigenous

populations with Chinese immigrants who in the UK go by the name of “students” at woke

Universities, presumably doing worthless Mickey Mouse degrees and for whom our glorious Council

has provided numerous city centre blocks of �ats, after ignoring both local tax payer objections and

the homeless wandering the streets.

Will these apartments be the future urban prisons in the new age of serfdom in former republics and

democracies? Rand Paul speaks on behalf of millions. youtu.be/aH4FNrJJhYk
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rrealrose

yes, was looking at the massive spending in the trillions here, for combating climate change with little

to show for it. Then massive spending on the UN and illegal migrant entries and subsequent housing

and feeding. More massive spending on Ukraine for a war that cannot be won by Ukraine. Seems a

recurring theme: spend spend spend, with no intention of repayment. Then wonder why infrastructure

is falling apart, the mistreatment of war veterans. Haven't even gotten to kids, why the covid-19 shot is

now on the childhood schedule, or how this is freaking out young parents. What happens if a black

swan event occurs. Out of nowhere, fear mongering showed up about the San Andreas fault opening

or some geyser in Yellowstone Natl Park erupting or a thin asteroid heading towards earth. Are these

also attempts to distract attention each time something negative occurs to Biden's regime in

Washington DC.

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

mohair3

But what people really need to know is we are turning America into South America. Latinos are loud and

the worst neighbors ever. I live next door to a smuggling ring as well. They live 30 to a house and like to

party 17 hours straight with music turned up to concert levels. They seem nice to your face til the next

morning you wake up to beer bottles strewn across your lawn. They do NOT want to learn English, they

want AMERICA to be Mexico with all the American bene�ts. So let's now call America...Amexico. I am a

Veteran, served my country and these non-English speaking people are forcing me out of my home

because I do not want to live next door to the noise, the music. Imagine 15 kids every day starting at noon

screaming and throwing a ball. EVERY DAY....or music 17 hours straight EVERY WEEKEND. I am not rich

but the homes range from $250,000 to $500,000 and they managed to buy one. I am in KENTUCKY, Mitch

McConnell's state.
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wareagle82

Remember 2008 and the empty suit who talked about fundamental transformation? This is what it

looks like and it extends beyond obnoxious Hispanics.
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jamNjim

It should be obvious to everyone that Biden is compromised. It's not a conspiracy! The reason The US

Government is sending 3 times more money to protect Ukraine's border's than the USA's is because of

Biden's money laundering with the corrupt government of Ukraine. Ditto with China. The reason he gets by

with this is because the corruption is deep seeded! Most of the Democrats are in on it. Nearly every

unelected o�cial is in on it. All the so-called RINO's (Republicans In Name Only) like Mich McConnel are in

on it. They all have one thing in common. THEY ALL HATE TRUMP! Seriously, 91 indictments? The US

Government is a Joke! If Trump had committed even one of the crimes Biden is guilty of they would have

brought back the �ring squad and executed Trump in a North-Korean-Style �ring squad and posted videos

of it on YOUTUBE, and TikTok!
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MoMac46

The World is purposely being destroyed by everything that has been put in place by the unelected unseen

despots behind the scenes. The governments puppets are obeying to the detriment of the people of the

world. What a mess.
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mohair3

I agree...Evil has invaded our government and they are dug in....and we saw that Jan 6th, the people

can no longer protest about it without major consequences. The Hispanics are voting to keep them in

power. It is a mess, America the place that has been home to me for 68 years is now collapsing into a

3rd world country.
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ScanKat

It really sad to see how far our country has fallen. We are is such decline I don't recognize once thriving

cities. Our government is controlled by deep state global slaves. We think we have control after we see

them fake a pandemic and a police killing to steel the 2020 election with a demented government lifer.

Lord only knows what they have in store for us this election year. Grab your popcorn an enjoy the end of

times for America. The most disturbing fact hidden in plain site, a direct result of the open border, is

slavery. We have more child sacri�ce and human slavery in the world today than we did before the time of

Christ. Yet all we are told to focus on is the discrimination. Question is who is being discriminated ?
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doctim11

Slow motion, accepted invasion by China. They are mostly military-aged men, very few women and almost

no children. They are also building a bridge in Panama through the jungle, for which the purpose of is

unknown by the locals, including the forman of the project. As conspiritorial as it sounds, sleeper cells are

being planted in the country. We should expect an attack at a sporting event, concert or public gathering

within two years. If you thing covid restrictions were draconian, the new security messures that will be put

in effect in the aftermath will make 2021 seem like playtime at kindergarten.
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dolittlema02

You took the words right out of my mouth! Military �ghting age most of them. Many Americans

conclude that well China couldn’t invade our country, we’d see them coming. Well here they are

imbedding themselves, waiting for their orders.
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meehan2661

Here is the short version. Sad but true. Prepare rumble.com/v4clwdf-sheriff-jones-warns-of-threats-from-

illegal-entry-a..
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tru�e

let me put this very succinctly, the ballgame is OVER for the usa and absolutely no one has an answer that

can/will be implemented. it is as if someone has broken their leg, refuses help, and continues to walk on it

in complete denial not caring about the outcome... prepare the best you can!
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VitaminD10

This is happening in every Caucasian country. It’s an intentional genocide
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Arlen1

When our founding fathers wrote the constitution, they had no idea we would have cellphones, AI, and Tik-

Tok in every hand of every illegal wanting to invade this country. Compounding that problem is an

administration that's committed to treason. These are the ingredients for a civil war.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

HazWasteDude

I would like to ask that instead of "civil war", you would be talking about a Revolutionary War 2.0
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sco3869

The people who infest these cities can’t even think through the �rst chess move of the policies they

sanctimoniously encourage. No! The sanctuary cities made a huge deal about this, and now that people

who need sanctuary worldwide have made the trek to these cities - I for one would force them to accept

all comers. I am sick to death of liberal minded adults making promises they can’t keep, just like 16-year-

old idealistic children. Disgusting.
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Darwina

New York get what they voted for.
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Macskak

Perhaps- and perhaps not. As I never voted for the current prime minister and so on - neither all my

relatives friends and aquitances....They were not really elected but rather selected. And all those

honest working citizens do not deserve this mess created by those selected idiots.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

willos

Anyone else notice how clean and unweathered these people in the video look and act? Some claimed to

have been part of a month+ long trek across multiple third world countries, and they looked more well

rested and clean than I do when I go camping for a weekend at a State Park. Maybe they gave them brand

new coats and stuff when they crossed over, but if you look at their faces, do they seem like they just

came back from a grueling journey?   What do you guys think?

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

RDoogie

Fear of immigrants has always been a tool of power-hungry politicians. It's so easy to get people to fear

"the other". As a longtime lover of liberty and small government, I have come to the realization that

freedom is something that you cannot have unless you give it to others. That means everyone, no matter

where they are from. All humans are born with the innate right to freedom of speech, freedom of religion,

freedom of association, and every other freedom that does not impinge on the freedom of others.

Freedom to move across borders is one of those freedoms that every harmless human owns along with

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The border patrol tramples on private property as they claim to

be protecting that property. They set up checkpoints one hundred miles into what is supposed "US

territory" - the "Land Of The Free". They raid businesses even farther into that "free" land. It's National

Socialism.
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drchuck48

The solution to this problem is fairly simple, while not perfect. Don't vote for a Democrat as POTUS in

November.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

HazWasteDude

I could say so much about this ... First, I've been calling Abbott a coward for two years with his inaction on

immigration when the Texas Constitution requires him to "Repel Invasion". Now he passes a state law to

allow the arrest and immediate deportation of illegals. Why not two years ago? Second, for any company

who hires illegals, the owners/CEO's should be stripped of their American citizenship and deported to

Venezuela or El Salvador. Third, all these illegals who �nd work here are sending remittances back home

through Western Union or other services (on Fridays you will see them in line at Walmart).

Those transfers should be taxed at 25 to 30%, just like our incomes are con�scated by the IRS. Fourth, and

most important ... STOP GIVING ANY ILLEGAL BORDER-CROSSERS ONE SINGLE DIME OF TAXPAYER

MONEY, STOP GIVING THEM FREE HOUSING, STOP TRANSPORTING THEM ANYWHERE, AND STOP THE

NGO'S WHO ARE FUNDING AND COORDINATING THIS ATTACK ON AMERICA!! Fifth, chickensh*t Abbott

must STOP aiding and abetting the invasion by putting the illegal aliens on busses and sending them to

other cities. Ok - that's enough for now. Grrrrrrr.
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JudyCharl

I live north of San Antonio, which is one of the major processing hubs after the border. Crime is

skyrocketing here. We are fully aware of what is going on at the borderthe stories I could tell you, straight

from border patrol, would turn your stomach! We’ve been yelling about this for 4 years now, and no one

pays attention until it lands at their door. Until the public outcry is deafening, nothing will be done! Start

screaming, folks, cuz it IS coming to your neighborhood, believe me.
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rrealrose

Yeah, no one on the East Coast believed there was a problem with dust in the 1930's, until wind blew

so long and hard towards the east, dust could seen in air of New York City. Only then did things start

to be addressed.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

shanetyrone

Much is made lately of successful European Protests. They are encouraging, but there is an Irish sdage

that I think applies here by extension... " It doesn't matter how tall your grandfather was. You have your

own growing to do". We have our own successful protest to wage.
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fvtomasch

If you notice the migrants coming from south of the border like Mexico and especially Venezuela the vast

majority are in their 20's with kids in tow and many women are pregnant. How many elderly or 50-80 are

crossing the border? In other countries you see many elderly making the journey but in all the photos on

the evening news they are young. In my home state of Illinois there are busloads and plaes �lled with

migrants coming from Texas since Illinois is a sanctuary state but the citizens never got a chance to vote

for becoming one. Here in Rockford,Illinois a plane full landed in Rockford last December and the

migrants were shipped to Chicago immediately.

www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/migrants-housing-crisis-chicago-eviction-..  Why is it that the 20-30

years olds are coming from Venezuela but the elderly in their 60's and up are not. How do they survive but

the younger members cannot? Are those countries emptying their prisons and mental health facilities to

come here? How many gang members from the cartels are getting here to start a new illegal drug supply

chain? www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/chicagoland-criminals-expanding-enterprises-..  More and more

crime being reported in the Chicago suburbs with no end in sight.
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mr5453

The Chinese are riding' on our backs once again while huge cartels are being created.  The USA is being

destroyed by an Army of illegal so called immigrants.
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brodiebrock12

The 2030 agenda is simply executing as planned and no one stopped it or is. Forest for the trees. The

worst is yet to come more likely than not. Just what will the deep state do with yellow man as election

approaches. They are getting pretty desperate and cannot lose the power and control they took
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artist.jill

RFK, Jr. has spoken wisely on this matter and has the most compelling policies. But No MaTTeR WhO you

are thinking of voting for, have you heard? The Biden administration has denied Secret Service protection

to him 3 times now! It is *totally unprecedented* to deny an application for protection! The U.S. has

granted SS protection to all major Pres. candidates up to a year prior to an election. NBC's own recent poll

shows RFK, Jr. at 34%!! I'm not asking you to vote for him; this is an appeal to your reasonable nature. The

other major candidates have been granted protection, so it is only fair for RFK, Jr. as well! Please consider

signing this petition to enable SS protection for his safety. security.kennedy24.com   It only takes a few

minutes to do. “It may not seem very signi�cant what you do, but it’s very important you do it.” (~Gandhi)

 A humongous thanks to those who signed this the other day, and thanks in advance to those who are

willing to today!!

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

mohair3

RFK is another bleeding heart...he has no idea the magnitude of damage of allowing millions of

Hispanics into this country. People say, "But we were immigrants" but now there is a housing crisis in

America, we are struggling to make it. What amazes me is, instead of helping our own citizens that are

here, that were born here, we are housing people who belong in another country. We have 87 million

Hispanic immigrants since 2010 and that was in 2020, we've gotten a lot more millions since then.
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shanetyrone

Looks like scripted drama to me. RFK is a life long Lefty with a long,close relationship with the Bill and

Hitlery Klingon. He has suddenly " got religion" at least temporarily and reversed his previously stated

views.  Yet he recently a�rmed that if Congress sent a bill to ban "Assault" weapons, he would indeed

sign it.  I never believed China Joe would run again. I believe it is entirely possible that the Left is

plagiarizing again, this time stealing Trump's persona as the Valiant Outsider Who Bucks the Party and

Wins!  I don't trust him, at all.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

VitaminD10

Sustainability was 100,000,000 people ago. They don’t want sustainability. They want the destruction

of races they consider superior and replaced with those they consider inferior. It’s messed up.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

lpmcewanprotonmail.com

Mike Johnson is like 90% of the rest of Congress----COMPROMISED!!! The Deep State has compromising

information(pedophilia, paid off, etc) on them. They vote as ordered or their "career" is over. You are not

going to �x this problem at the ballot box or with "the rule of law".....Stick your head in the sand all you

want....Call me a pessimist....Call me a tin hat conspiracy theorist. That does not change what has to

happen to get this country back on track.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

bobthecats

Why does it go into effect in March 2024? WEFr Abbott has been letting this go on for three years.

 Posted On 02/14/2024
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shaglus

Yup.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

chinook1ptd.net

Thank you Dr. Mercola for these video's. God bless. This is so sad however, I still believe you come here

LEGALLY or stay where you are. Some thing must be done to these Countries that ate not caring for there

own, the USA can not take on this responsibility.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

brianallen1

It is not the job of any country "to take care of their own". It is not the job of any country to take care of

other country's citizens.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

shaglus

The USA is not caring for it’s own. Maybe cuz so many Americans don’t care about themselves.

Twisted.

 Posted On 02/14/2024
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Lou321

The US government has been bought by chinese dictator King Pin as was shown during his visit to

california last year.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

020202

More accurately said "Joe has sold us to China, looks like he got more than 100 million"

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

nonibaby54

George Soros is the biggest coyote of all . His foundation .. Open Societies Foundation is behind a large

amount off destabilization of America from Black Lives Matter to Antifa to organizing the running of

border crossers .

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

m231231

As Dr. Savage writes: Biden’s brain = America’s pain. He could see Biden’s parkinson dementia long ago.

Know anyone that walks like him?  I don’t.

 Posted On 02/15/2024
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Catryna

" . . . . . Abbott has resorted to bussing a fraction of the apprehended illegal crossers to sanctuary cities in

other states. As a result of having to live with the consequences of unrestricted in�ux, some sanctuary

cities are now starting to rethink the sanity of unvetted migration." Oh, what a surprise! It boggles the mind

how stupid the authorities can be.

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

willos

The drug trade is already ruining so many small towns and rural communities, and going out of their way

to target Native American reservations in the north. Turning small town young men violent, and more and

more you see that bleeding into the work force too. The last time I was in a peaceful rural small town

Amish and Mennonite farming communities �ourished and I didn't see as much of this as I did near the

smaller towns I remember from youth.

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

sonny08

The MAGA Wave of 2024 will right the ship somewhat and that means Trump wins his 3rd term - I Don't

believe that the cheaters can again count ballots 2 weeks after the election is over , stuff ballot boxes

again with bogus ballots and switch votes on George Soreass's electronic voting machines.  God Loving

Hard Working Law Abiding Patriots understand that Trump is the only chance America and the World has

to Preserve Freedom , Stop Bogus Wars , Remove all the criminal Illegals , Restore Law and Order , and

continue to Bring back Manufacturing etc etc . Who in their right mind could ever vote for the likes of FJB?

 Posted On 02/14/2024
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Conjeanneal

Isn’t it LONG past time to cut the hydra at its head, and I am not talking Howdy Doody that resides in the

White House, but much further up the chain? The over-medicated over-sexed, poisoned and dumbed-down

American people no longer have any power or will and their elected o�cials no longer have any power, so

to appeal to a cadre of bought-and-paid-for “leaders”, whether high or low, is a lesson in complete futility!

Sad to say, this has been going on for many decades, even before the World Economic Forum raised its

ugly head. Americans started losing their willpower and later their political clout once the “bread and

circuses” became more and more ensconsed as they began to ignore their civic duty and cleverly, through

the “educators”, civics was no longer all that important in the classroom. So now, we no longer have a free

country but have had the nearly complete “conquest through immigration “!

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

quiltingmatilda

I haven’t seen the 60 Minutes piece yet, but I do know that illegals are coming over the border from 192

countries. We only have a little over 200 in the world.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

Smudge2

They've been entrenched here and Canada for years. Chinese-Texas Land Grab - CCP General Buys 200 sq

miles Next to a Strategic AFB (11 mins) A Chinese �rm run by a former o�cer in the People’s Liberation

Army and who oversaw 2 of the worst concentration camps, has purchased 130,000 acres of land in

Texas, called Morning Star Ranch, which is situated near one of the busiest Air Force pilot training bases

in the nation, an analyst said. Bass said there is a “4,000 or 5,000-foot runway there where the Chinese

general is expanding it to, we think, 10,000 feet. www.bitchute.com/.../K8AnZXNB5lrz
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cat7070

The Chinese are some of the rudest people I have EVER had to deal with. It is said, they hate the CCP, but it

has always seemed to me that they hate Americans as much! Round them up and send them back!

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

nateanthony

President Biden is not serving the will of the people and is violating his oath of o�ce by not securing the

border. The Constitution is clear: Section IV Article 4 says the federal government “shall protect each of

[the states] against Invasion." pixels.com/.../commander-and-chief-nate-anthony.html

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

TruthseekJT

Agreed with one huge caveat... He is NOT a legitimate president, & everyone knows it. F.J.B! And he

will not do anything as he is demented (and a pedophile), & the spineless America-Hating scum

(mostly democrats) will not do anything to stop it. The other illegitimate "president" Barry Soetoro, is

in his third term.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

brianallen1

No president has to obey the Constitution. They are merely the CEO of the world's largest bankrupt

corporation. Their oath is TO uphold the bylaws of the corporation. Not FOR the organic Constitution.
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David R

My wife applied for her sister to get immigration visa in 2007 and her sister is still waiting. It is probably

another 2 years to wait. Her sister speaks english, educated , willing and able to work. And legal

immigrants are still required to get Covid vaccine. Meanwhile borders are wide open for the illegal

immigration without any requirements.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

carolsag53

don't keep voting for democrats , by the way I was a very liberal democrat for 50 years but they are not the

same party anymore and Sleepy Joe has had the power to close the border anytime he wants to he needs

no bill and it's seem strange that just like with Clinton and Obama he was against open borders his whole

long political career so why the change maybe he is going to �nagle a way for the illegals to vote, he even

said anyone hiring an illegal should be �red! Did Biden Propose a Border Fence in 2007 and Say No Great

Nation Has Uncontrolled Borders? www.snopes.com/.../biden-border-fence-2007    and why can't we help

our own legal tax paying citizens that are poor and homeless also seniors like myself who have to live in

$1100.00 or less a month from Social Security charity begins at home!

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

susanmerc

Can we state the obvious and say that this results in whites/Europeans becoming a minority in their

homelands and countries they created, and effectively the eventual loss of their identity? Immigration Act

of 1965, whites taught to not look out for their interests - otherwise they're racist. It's been many years in

the works.
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craigcam

The shortsighted-ness of liberal politicians is bloodcurdling. They are self destructive and want to take us

all with them. For instance the "solution" ventured by long term San Francisco politician Matt Dorsey... "It's

time to withdraw the protection of sanctuary from undocumented immigrants tra�cking fentanyl on our

streets," Supervisor Matt Dorsey said Tuesday. Dorsey is proposing legislation to change San Francisco’s

sanctuary city policies to exclude undocumented immigrants who are arrested for dealing the powerful

opioid. The legislation would deny sanctuary’ to adults who have been convicted of a fentanyl-dealing

felony within the past seven years, and re-arrested for another fentanyl-dealing crime or violent felony

crime.” San Francisco already stopped enforcing laws they have on the books and excluded several

categories of crime from arrest or prosecution.

Where are gang members, psychotics and unemployed people desperate for any kind of income going to

going to go once they step outside of San Francisco limits, if in fact that ever happens? Will legal

residents continue to sell drugs and have it delivered to them by illegals who live outside of city limits. Will

people evicted from San Francisco be causing probems elsewhere in the state(s). Thousands of

unemployable people are living on the streets of California and unaccountable NGO's continue pumping

hundreds of thousands more illegal immigrants across the border.

Where do you think they are going to go? Dorsey is a goofball democrap of that particular San Francisco

variety (think Pelosi) and has been active in SF politics for decades. He's one of the guys that created the

problem and will now attempt to shift the blame and the cost onto taxpayers struggling to make ends

meet in an increasingly in�ationary economy. Robotics, arti�cial intelligence and growing foreign

manufacturing economies are turning the U.S. economy upside down. Be prepared for money printing and

in�ation.
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Forrester2

Take a look at the interview that Tucker Carlson did with Brett Weinstein. Brett is a prominent biologist and

early COVID vaccine skeptic who travelled to the Darien Gap to see the immigration crisis �rsthand. The

Darien Gap is a lawless 66 mile stretch of dangerous jungle and mountains that sits between Panam and

Columbia. It’s the only gap in the Pan American highway that runs the length of the American continents.

The journey for most non-Latino migrants starts in Ecuador, because they don’t require visas for anyone

coming into the country. From there they head north and eventually encounter the Darien Gap. No one

makes it through the Darien Gap unscathed.

Everyone is beaten and robbed, and the women are raped multiple times before making it through. There

are massive camps on the Panama side of the Darien Gap for people to recover before continuing their

journey north. Who pays for these camps? You don’t need to look any further than the water tanks and

toilets to see that they’re provided courtesy of the U.S. government and a U.N. agency. The lucky people at

these camps can contact relatives to send them more money by Western Union. They can then take a bus

right from the camp to the U.S. border. The unlucky ones have to continue their journey on foot. The most

interesting thing though, is that there are separate camps for Chinese people.

Unlike the other camps where Brett was allowed to go in and talk to people, he wasn’t allowed to go in and

the few Chinese people he encountered on the street wouldn’t talk to him. Also unlike the other camps, the

Chinese camps were almost exclusively �lled with “military age men”. There were hardly any women and

absolutely no babies. The Chinese people also hadn’t been brutalized the way traditional migrants were,

because they could afford to take boats around the Darien Gap. So why are these Chinese men coming

into the U.S. and why are they taking this indirect route when there are more e�cient ways to get here?

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

rrealrose

Several Platoons worth of Chinese military have entered the US, no one seems to know where they are

or what they are doing here.
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ecr3977

Did I miss something? If Texas is trying to stop the in�ow, why are they keeping the press at bay?

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

jamNjim

The Department of Homeland Security is keeping the press at bay, not Texas.

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

020202

Doesn't everyone remember Joe saying "I am going to fundamentally change America.... and... everyone

who wants amnesty should immediately surge the border when I am elected".

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

brodiebrock12

ALL 100% intentional and always was. What is astonishing is just how "allowed" it has been unabated

since the puppet was placed into the WH. The GOP and all the conservative pundits talked and talked and

talked for now past 3 years just "allowing" it all to continue. ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen. The

die as they say was just allowed to be cast, and people are asking why or how this occurred. It's truly

unbelievable there are people who just don't SEE still
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jamNjim

They didn't do anything for 3 years because they couldn't get anything passed through the Senate. The

GOP just lost another Senate seat in NY. So, they just went from bad to worse. If Trump wins and they

don't gain back the Senate it will be all for nothing. It will be 4 more years of Chaos. At least we know

Trump can and will secure the boarder.

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

020202

We were always meant to be slaves, but we have this little document called the constitution and we are

just getting too pushy, all these strikes for more wages, health care, time off for whatever, "they" have had

enough. Joe has ignored our constitution and the Democrats will get rid of next election, the Democrats

think they are getting rid of our laws to get rid of abortion restrictions, ha, they will �nd out all their rights

will be gone.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

wareagle82

The border situation is not likely to change because the cartel in DC is just as invested in perpetuating it

as its counterparts in Mexico. Change my mind. I'm sure some will think this is conspiracy talk. Okay, then

what is the alternative explanation? The border did not become a problem just because it became

inconvenient for Team Biden to ignore it. It's been an issue since he was sworn in and opened it much like

the gates of a theme park. We know that huge dollars are made from tra�cking people and drugs. Do you

really believe that no Americans are in on the action?
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brodiebrock12

The corruption hook is set so deep now exactly, and was allowed to set in deeper in the swamp since

the puppet was placed into the WH

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

jamNjim

I've lived all my life near I-30 or I40 (Arkansas and Tennessee) and it BLOWS my mind at how many

more TEXAS license plates are on the road today than there were 30 years ago. Starting in the 90's

you would see maybe 1 out 100 cars with TX license plates and they were legit. It was usually a family

on vacation. Now what you �nd are single males in their 20's/30's, traveling alone or are they? I've

noticed a dramatic increase in numbers since Biden became POTUS. I suspect that there are illegals

laying in the backs of these SUV and trucks and these young men driving across the TX/AR/TN/NC

borders are being PAID to tra�c these illegals. It's probably through Tik-Tok that it is all being

accomplished.

 Posted On 02/15/2024

 

solarincome

My old hippy neighbor is a high level conspiracy theorist. I don't mind listening to his stories as he always

brings me something good out of his garden. He has nice greens in the winter and all kinds of veggies in

the summer.      He told me that this invasion is part of the plan by the Solyent Green Industrial Complex.

The average American is so contaminated with the Pharmo toxins and all the poisons that are in our air,

water, and food that the Solyent they produce won't be very "Green" and will be too toxic to maintain the

proles after the Great Correction. He says this imported "livestock" base will be necessary for the

Overlords to provide "food" for their slaves. He ends all his tales with "It's all good"
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shaglus

I’d say he’s correct. Think if all Americans were like him, we could all say it’s all good and mean it.

Generosity is the sign of an advanced spirit.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

quiltingmatilda

Yes but the Chinese men will need to �nd some kind of women.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

exhibitdesign

I have a friend who was a very wise US Army Colonel, who directed the Egyptian forces during Desert

Storm. One of the things he said to me was that the U.S. as a country has never exported democracy. We

import and export products but not the concept of democracy. I do understand the heartache of those

who wish to come to this country and live under oppressive conditions. But if our democracy is so

enticing, then global change needs to happen and democracy needs to exported as a concept, taught, and

implemented. This reminds me of another friend who volunteers at 2 food pantries. One is a small

operation and scrapped together by the church volunteers.

The other is a well run operation and is big with a few paid employees and connections within the

community. He would rather work at the larger one because it was nicer with more resources. I challenged

him and said "the larger one can survive without you, so why don't you do what you can to help the smaller

one who really needs it?" People gravitate to where things are good. There is no incentive for people to

stay in their own countries and try to implement humane democracy. The US could be a mentor to other

nations but we are also seen as a bully. Is there a solution?
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Theophilus1776

Just part of the systematic destruction of America right out of Cloward-Piven.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

Stephjask

Mayhem and war are big business for the psychopaths running the show, and they're a growth "industry".

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

Big�etch

The question has to be WHY... The answer is based on " an offer you cant refuse "...Code cliche not for The

Godfather, but for The Nine Eleven Cabal.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

Macskak

Big�etch - not even a question anymore - clearly it is the replacement of the original (or second set of

original...) population. They are thinking these newer immigrants will be a more pliable population

willing to do their bidding...without questioning anything....Why would they?? when they get money for

free - so later when goberment will cease to provide the free money....anybody guess what these

people will do....certainly not working diligently. Just need to read the news from Europe, kni�ng

robbing in broad daylight attacking peaceful (local) people on the street just...out of boredom? just

because they can? or because drugs.... Australia as well - knifed a grandma in front of her grandchild

in broad daylight in a shopping center parking - just for fun...and so on.
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Jam1883

Watch the Tucker Carlson interview with Brett Weinstein to get knowledge of watch is really going on.

Brett and his son went to ground zero of the boarder crisis, the Darien Gap in Panama.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

TruthseekJT

Every one of these scumbag politicians allowing our country to be INVADED, including that illegal occupier

of the White House should be tried for treason & upon conviction, the most extreme punishment should

then be carried out. No mercy for any of them. That video made me want to vomit all over them. Check out

Muckraker.com & follow Michael Yon for more complete updates, & the nausea that comes with it.

www.muckraker.com/articles/united-states-invasion-route-exposed/

 www.muckraker.com/articles/muckraker-and-alex-jones-discuss-alien-comp..

 www.muckraker.com/articles/illegal-alien-invasion-maps-exposed/  banned.video/results

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

quiltingmatilda

Within the last week Dan Bongino stated that Jobydin is just an evil person overall, period. Always has

been. The hair sni�ng is just the tip of the iceberg. Keep in mind he met Jill when he was 30 and she

was 12 babysitting his children. Also keep in mind Bongino worked for Secret Service and FBI and still

has friends there with reputable stories to report to him.
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sumosha

Has anyone reported on US passports being given to these migrants? I had an encounter recently on a

plane with a clear FOB, couldn't speak English, couldn't �gure out how to �nd his seat on the plane. Yet in

his possession was a clear �le folder with some papers and a United States passport. I have yet to hear of

anyone looking into this besides the fact that these migrants are getting money, �ights, clothing, food,

housing provided at taxpayer expense.

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

moon510

USA is the laughing stock of other countries that can see what's happening but our citizens can't or don't

see what going on! Our country is being destroyed by our own people (crime) and inviting immigrants

illegally in droves to add to social problems (drugs/crim) .... what does that tell you? Our states can't even

solve many of its own social issues and given free services to these illegal immigrants (with our taxes)

without having given priority to US citizens .... how crazy is this? What's wrong with President Biden and

all his supporters? All he cares about is his legacy that he became a US president and given the

Democrats all the advantage it wants (votes). Some sanctuary cities (in New York) are now realizing they

can't handle the situation! Biden still can't see what he's doing!!! Doesn't Jill see it?

 Posted On 02/14/2024

 

brianallen1

He knows EXACTLY everything that he is doing.
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sw.9421

Biden has destroyed the U.S. as a “sovereign” country with his open border that has killed a quarter million

American citizens from the Chinese made fentanyl �owing across that open border. And how many will be

killed in the inevitable terror attacks from the jihadists walking across that open border? Hundreds on the

terror watch list. And that’s just the ones we know about. How many in the million plus "gottaways". Over

73,000 “special interest” muslims from countries that hate us. Now tens of thousands in a cadre of single

military aged Chinese men. What are they here for? Then there's the once eradicated diseases like

smallpox and tuberculosis increasing rapidly and Venereal Disease and, of course, more COVID from the

10 million unvetted and unvaccinated, uneducated illegals walking in.

Then there's the 120 Billion dollar cost every year for their housing, their medical and their children's

education. A cost that will only increase exponentially as the illegals will be have children at 3 to 4 times

the rate of the existing population. Destroying the country all because the Democrats believe that the

immigrants will keep them in power in perpetuity. Have you had enough yet America?
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�narphin

This is probably being orchestrated at a very high level, for a set of purposes. To start with, Biden is likely

a wef puppet, and he does what he's told. Greed seems to be activating the human tra�cking, which is to

be expected in a fallen world such as our own. But Pride (on the part of the wef) looks to be coming more

prominent: they don't like the US, culturally; so they're drawing in all these people ("immigrants") in order

to weaken the cultural foundations. They are attacking on many fronts.
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ker1872

Well it is obvious where most of the responders to this message stand. I think Texas is wrong, wrong

wrong. I sure don't want to see people including children dying because help was restricted by Texas law.

Aren't you all fortunate that you don't live in a country where torture, poverty, random killing for thinking

differently etc. are so dire that you seek a safer place to live. Why on earth did the immigration bill written

by republicans get a rebuke. Don't tell me they really want immigration reform especially when their crazy

mentally unstable leader says don't consider it because it won't help me win in November.
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sumosha

There's a reason our country is safe. We historically didn't allow criminals in. Now people like you want

to change that. Stupid.
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brianallen1

Wow! Do you actually believe these invaders are the meek, innocent downtrodden??? Wait until you

see the evil they will wield against Americans. But I guess that will be ok as long as it's not in your

backyard, right?
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brianallen1

Unfazed by an armed border agent standing nearby? How about the 2 Border Patrol Checkpoints near me

that have been closed for 2 years. Or the largest one which opens every now and then. The rest of the

time, there are over 100 empty parked DHS cars just rotting away. A crisis would be if the Border Patrol

was doing their job and were outnumbered and overwhelmed. Not even being on duty is de�ned as a

travesty. Also, it is not an invasion when the red carpet is rolled out and everybody is welcomed in. That's

the de�nition of an invitation.
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mohair3

I guess they've been told to look the other way. Half of the politicians are Hispanic so they want to be

the majority in America.
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